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verb \-\'m\(\text{ə}\)r\(\text{ə}\)\(\text{j}\)\(\text{ə}\)


to become manifest
Empathy, Trust, & Transparency: Finding Power in Connected Leadership
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Gender diversity initiatives
don’t address the often fragile process of coming to see oneself, and being seen by others, as a leader.

Women Rising: The Unseen Barriers
It’s not enough to be put in a leadership role.

“Becoming a leader... involves a fundamental identity shift.”

Women Rising: The Unseen Barriers
“It’s not enough to instill the “right” skills...

People become leaders by internalizing a leadership identity and developing a sense of purpose.”

Women Rising: The Unseen Barriers
“Companies should encourage [women] to build communities in which similarly positioned women can... compare notes and emotionally support one another’s learning.”
POWER CIRCLES

1. Who were the leaders in your life that inspired you as a young woman? When did you first embrace being a leader?

2. How has your leadership evolved over time? What are your leadership "sweet spots?" List all the ways you show up as a leader now - big and small.

3. Is there a way you are leading in one area that could be leveraged in another?

4. In what ways do you want to increase your reach & influence as a leader? (ex. - public speaking/writing, partnerships, outreach, mentoring, etc.) What actionable steps are you committing to?
This is a six-month deep dive with monthly transformational themes. Our facilitated and proprietary peer mentoring process fosters an atmosphere of authenticity and vulnerability that catalyzes real change. The curriculum includes monthly practices and content, and guided connections with check-in partners between meetings. Access to content and connections are made easy with our dedicated app to connect, learn and track progress.
Join the thought leaders who inspire YOU.
Brilliant women leading change in the world.

register at emergingwomenlive.com
Live the **Truth** of who you are

**JOIN US**
30-DAY FREE TRIAL

[Emerging women]